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ABSTRACT 

Bernheim and Sprenger (2020, Econometrica; SB) claimed to experimentally falsify 

rank dependence in prospect theory. This comment criticizes SB’s results and novelty 

claims. Their experiments only captured well-known heuristics and not genuine 

preferences. Many more falsifications of rank dependence have been acknowledged 

before, where SB’s equalizing reductions also have been used before. SB thought to 

identify probability weighting and utility where they are unidentifiable, which 

invalidates all SB’s related claims. SB used an incorrect formula of original prospect 

theory. SB’s suggested alternative of rank-independent probability weighting with 

dependence on number of outcomes (their “complexity aversion;” a misnomer) has 

long been discarded.  
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1 This paper heavily builds on Abdellaoui, Li, Wakker, & Wu (2020), often verbatim. However, I alone 

am responsible for errors. 
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1.  Introduction 

Bernheim & Sprenger (2020) (SB henceforth2) claimed to falsify rank-dependent 

probability weighting. Rank dependence was introduced independently by Quiggin 

(1982) and Schmeidler (1989; first version 1982). Tversky & Kahneman (1992) used 

it to improve their prospect theory (CPT). This comment criticizes SB, as well as the 

follow-up paper Bernheim, Royer, & Sprenger (2022) (§9). This comment focuses on 

criticisms relevant to the main conclusions. Online Appendix OA.4 (Wakker 2022c) 

lists 15 further inaccuracies in SB. 

 Several papers, not cited by SB, reported violations of rank dependence and 

prospect theory more serious than those claimed by SB (§5; §8). Wakker’s (2022a) 

keyword “PT falsified” gives 59 violations, reproduced here in Online Appendix 

OA.5 (Wakker 2022c). Still, there are so many more positive findings that CPT is the 

most popular descriptive risk theory available today; no better alternative is 

available.3 

 SB’s main experimental problem is that their stimuli are too complex while the 

stakes (payoff differences) are too low. Several preceding papers considered tests as in 

SB but avoided these problems and then did find rank dependence (§§4-5). Hirshman 

& Wu (2022) will provide a replication of SB correcting their experimental mistakes. 

SB claimed to introduce a new measurement method of decision weights. However, 

they were preceded by Diecidue, Wakker, & Zeelenberg (2007), not cited by SB, who 

showed that linear utility is needed for this method, contrary to SB’s claim of general 

validity (§5). 

 SB suggested probability weighting of original prospect theory (Kahneman & 

Tversky 1979), which they called rank-independent, as an improvement over rank-

dependent weighting. Unfortunately, they used an incorrect formula (§2.1). Further, 

this approach has long been known to be too problematic (§2.2). SB (their §3.2) 

thought to identify probability weighting and utility from stimuli where they were in 

fact unidentifiable (§2.3), invalidating all their related claims. 
 

2 We avoid the abbreviation BS for linguistic reasons. 
3 See Barberis (2013 p. 2068, finance); Dean & Ortoleva (2017 p. 386, economics); Fehr-Duda & 

Epper (2012 §6, economics); Murphy & ten Brincke (2018 p. 309); Pachur et al. (2018 p. 408, 

psychology); Ruggeri et al. (2020 abstract, general). 
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 SB suggested, as a second improvement, preference functionals that depend on 

the number of outcomes in a lottery, which they call complexity aversion. However, 

this idea has long been known not to work (§6). Thus, SB did not provide a viable 

alternative to the rank-dependent weighting that they criticize. 

 

2.  Three problems for SB’s treatment of 1979 prospect theory 

By  

 (𝑝𝑝:𝑋𝑋, 𝑞𝑞:𝑌𝑌, 1 − 𝑝𝑝 − 𝑞𝑞:𝑍𝑍), (1) 

called lottery, we denote a probability distribution over outcomes (monetary gains; 

ℝ+) that assigns probability 𝑝𝑝 to outcome 𝑋𝑋, probability 𝑞𝑞 to outcome 𝑌𝑌, and 

probability 1 − 𝑝𝑝 − 𝑞𝑞 to outcome 𝑍𝑍 (𝑝𝑝 ≥ 0, 𝑞𝑞 ≥ 0,𝑝𝑝 + 𝑞𝑞 ≤ 1).4 SB only considered 

lotteries with three or fewer outcomes. Fewer outcomes result if some of the 

probabilities in Eq. 1 are 0. By 𝑢𝑢:ℝ+ → ℝ+ we denote a utility function (or value 

function). It is strictly increasing and continuous, with 𝑢𝑢(0) = 0. By 𝜋𝜋: [0,1] → [0,1] 

we denote a weighting function. It is strictly increasing and continuous with 𝜋𝜋(0) = 0 

and 𝜋𝜋(1) = 1.  

 

2.1.  Incorrect formula 

 

 SB defined rank-independent probability weighting as the following evaluation of 

the lottery in Eq. 1: 

   𝜋𝜋(𝑝𝑝)𝑢𝑢(𝑋𝑋) + 𝜋𝜋(𝑞𝑞)𝑢𝑢(𝑌𝑌) + 𝜋𝜋(1 − 𝑝𝑝 − 𝑞𝑞)𝑢𝑢(𝑍𝑍). (2) 

Contrary to SB’s claims, and as explained by Wakker (2022b), this is not original 

prospect theory of Kahneman & Tversky 1979).5 It has been known as separable 

 
4 I deviate from SB’s notation of lotteries because their use of braces to denote arrays rather than sets 

violates common conventions. In general, I follow their terminology and notation as much as possible, 

sometimes reluctantly, so as to facilitate communication. 
5 SB (footnote 11) cited Camerer & Ho (1994) for Eq. 2. However, Camerer & Ho’s endnote 16 

pointed out that Eq. 2 deviates from prospect theory for strictly positive lotteries. SB (footnote 11) also 
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prospect theory. When Nilsson, Rieskamp, & Wagenmakers (2020) discovered that an 

earlier paper by them had erroneously used Eq. 2 instead of original prospect theory, 

they and the Journal of Mathematical Psychology took a principled stance and 

published a correction using the right formula. 

 

2.2.  Problematic violations of stochastic dominance 

 

 Rank-independent weighting (our Eq. 2) was popular in the psychological literature 

until the 1980s, but was abandoned when Fishburn (1978) discovered that it violates 

stochastic dominance, as does original prospect theory. However, it has not always been 

understood that these violations are extreme and absurd, so much that the theory is 

unacceptable both theoretically and empirically. To illustrate this point, Wakker (2022b) 

considered the following lottery: 

(0.01: 1 + 1 × 10−5, …, 0.01: 1 + 99 × 10−5, 0.01: 0). 

With the parametric estimates of Tversky & Kahneman (1992)6 and under the natural 

extension of Eq. 2 and also of original prospect theory to multiple outcomes (Wakker 

2022b), the certainty equivalent of this lottery is 6.9, exceeding the maximal outcome 

of the lottery more than 6-fold. This does not make any sense. The basic problem of 

rank-independent weighting is that the requirements for lotteries with few outcomes 

are entirely incompatible with those for many outcomes.7  

 Rieger & Wang (2008) further showed that extensions of rank-independent 

weighting to continuous distributions are not well possible, confirming preceding 

conjectures in the literature (Quiggin 1982 p. 330).8 Some studies suggested that rank-

independent weighting may work similarly well as CPT for fitting student-lab choices 

 
cited Fennema & Wakker (1997) for Eq. 2. However, Fennema & Wakker (p. 54) pointed out that they 

use Eq. 2 only for mixed loteries, which assign positive probabilities to both gains and losses. Then Eq. 

2 does agree with original prospect theory (Wakker 2022b). 
6 Because original and new prospect theory agree on the two-outcome gain lotteries used there, these 

estimates are also valid for original prospect theory. For separable prospect theory they may be 

somewhat different, but this does not affect the essence of the example here. 
7 Contrary to SB’s suggestions, dependence on number of outcomes cannot solve this problem (§6). 
8 Such extensions depend too much on the particular discrete approximations chosen and they depend 

on 𝜋𝜋 only through 𝜋𝜋´(0). 
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between lotteries with no more than, say, four oucomes (Gonzalez & Wu 2022; 

Peterson et al. 2021; Starmer 1999; Wu, Zhang, & Abdellaoui 2005). However, rank-

independent weighting does not work well beyond. Violations include Bernasconi 

(1994 p. 69), Blondel (2002 pp. 260-261), Edwards (1996 §III.B), Fennema & 

Wakker (1997), Fudenberg & Puri (2022 p. 422), L’Haridon (2009 p. 548), Levy 

(2008 all tasks), Loehman (1998 p. 293), Schneider & Lopes (1986 p. 546 first para), 

and Sonsino, Benzion, & Mador (2002 p. 946). Rank-independent weighting cannot 

be used in monotonic economic theories. Whereas SB (p. 1364) once acknowledged 

the problem of violation of stochastic dominance by rank-independent probability 

weighting, the rest of their paper only wrote positive about it and recommended a 

return to this old psychological theory. Section 6 returns to this point. 

 One of the main empirical findings for decision under risk concerns the 

overweighting of best and worst outcomes and the underweighting of intermediate 

outcomes (Fehr-Duda & Epper 2012; l’Haridon & Vieider 2019; Luce & Suppes 1965 

§4.3; Starmer 2000). This fits well with rank dependence, but falsifies rank-

independent probability weighting. 

 

2.3.  Non-identifiability of probability weighting and utility 

 

 SB aimed to measure probability weighting and utility. To do so, they only 

considered lotteries with one nonzero outcome in both their experiments. However, a 

joint power of probability weighting and utility then is unidentifiable. Thus, 𝜋𝜋(𝑝𝑝)𝑢𝑢(𝑥𝑥) 

is empirically indistinguishable from 𝜋𝜋(𝑝𝑝)𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢(𝑥𝑥)𝑟𝑟 for any 𝑟𝑟 > 0 (Cohen & Jaffray 

1988 Eqs. 5 and 7a). For this reason, Fehr-Duda & Epper (2012 p. 583) strongly 

advised against using only such stimuli.  

 SB claimed that  

 (𝑝𝑝: 𝑥𝑥, 1 − 𝑝𝑝: 0) →  𝑝𝑝0.715

(𝑝𝑝0.715+(1−𝑝𝑝)0.715)1/0.715 𝑥𝑥0.941  

fits their data best in Experiment 1. However, � 𝑝𝑝0.715

(𝑝𝑝0.715+(1−𝑝𝑝)0.715)1/0.715�
1

0.941 𝑥𝑥  fits their 

data exactly as well. In particular, the power family that they assume for utility can 

never rule out linear (or convex or concave) utility as best fitting. Similarly, in SB’s 

second experiment, � 𝑝𝑝0.766

(𝑝𝑝0.766+(1−𝑝𝑝)0.766)1/0.766�
1

0.982 𝑥𝑥 fits the data exactly as well as their 
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claimed optimal fit. Hence, SB could not really identify utility and probability 

weighting. 

 The incorrect measurements complicate SB’s claims on rank-independent 

probability weighting. We, therefore, do not discuss them further except in the last 

para of §6. We instead focus on SB’s analyses of rank dependence henceforth. 

 

3.  Deterministic analysis of SB’s experiments and linear utility 

This section gives some preparatory mathematical definitions. In particular, it 

identifies an assumption of linear utility that SB took no account of, discussed further 

in later sections. We assume CPT, with the following evaluation of lotteries:  

 (𝑝𝑝:𝑋𝑋, 𝑞𝑞:𝑌𝑌, 1 − 𝑝𝑝 − 𝑞𝑞:𝑍𝑍)  →  𝑤𝑤𝑋𝑋𝑢𝑢(𝑋𝑋) + 𝑤𝑤𝑌𝑌𝑢𝑢(𝑌𝑌) + 𝑤𝑤𝑍𝑍𝑢𝑢(𝑍𝑍). (3) 

Here, 𝑢𝑢 is as above, and 𝑤𝑤𝑋𝑋, 𝑤𝑤𝑌𝑌, and 𝑤𝑤𝑍𝑍 are decision weights. Decision weights are 

nonnegative and add to 1. They are rank-dependent. For example, 𝑤𝑤𝑋𝑋 depends on 

whether 𝑋𝑋 is the best, middle, or worst outcome. We follow SB in using the term rank 

informally and in not expressing rank dependence in notation. A complete definition 

of general CPT, including reference dependence and a formalization and notation for 

ranks and rank dependence, is in Wakker (2010). 

 SB’s first and main experiment concerned indifferences of the form 

 (𝑝𝑝:𝑋𝑋, 𝑞𝑞:𝑌𝑌, 1 − 𝑝𝑝 − 𝑞𝑞:𝑍𝑍) ~ (𝑝𝑝:𝑋𝑋, 𝑞𝑞:𝑌𝑌 + 𝑚𝑚, 1 − 𝑝𝑝 − 𝑞𝑞:𝑍𝑍 − 𝑘𝑘). (4) 

𝑋𝑋, the common outcome, was varied across SB’s main experiment, with 𝑚𝑚 and 𝑘𝑘 so 

small that the ranking of outcomes is the same for the two lotteries in Eq. 4 (i.e., 

“comonotonicity” is satisfied). Throughout, 𝑌𝑌 = 24, 𝑍𝑍 = 18, 𝑚𝑚 = 5, and 𝑞𝑞 = 0.3. 

Price lists were used to elicit 𝑘𝑘 (called an equalizing reduction by SB) for three 

different values of 𝑝𝑝: 𝑝𝑝 = 0.1, 𝑝𝑝 = 0.4, and 𝑝𝑝 = 0.6.   

 SB used seven values of 𝑋𝑋. In some instances, 𝑋𝑋 was the best ranked outcome 

(𝑋𝑋 = 34, 𝑋𝑋 = 32, or 𝑋𝑋 = 30). In other cases, 𝑋𝑋, which we denote 𝑋𝑋′, was ranked in 

the middle (𝑋𝑋′ = 23, 𝑋𝑋′ = 21, or 𝑋𝑋′ = 19). When 𝑋𝑋 is ranked best, the weights of 

outcomes 𝑌𝑌 and 𝑌𝑌 + 𝑚𝑚 are denoted 𝑤𝑤𝑌𝑌. When 𝑋𝑋 is ranked middle, they are denoted 

𝑤𝑤𝑌𝑌′. We similarly write 𝑘𝑘´. Under linear utility, 𝑤𝑤𝑌𝑌
𝑤𝑤𝑍𝑍

= 𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚

 and 𝑤𝑤𝑌𝑌´
𝑤𝑤𝑍𝑍

= 𝑘𝑘´
𝑚𝑚

. The ratio 
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 𝑘𝑘′

𝑘𝑘
= 𝑤𝑤𝑌𝑌

′

𝑤𝑤𝑌𝑌
  (5) 

captures the proportional change of the decision weight and, hence, rank dependence. 

This ratio, or its log, was used in SB’s analysis. 

 SB repeatedly claimed that they could have Eq. 5 for all differentiable utility 

functions. However, this claim was based on marginal rates of substitution involving 

infinitesimal changes 𝑚𝑚 and 𝑘𝑘, which cannot be implemented empirically.9 

Empirically, we have to work with moderate outcome changes, and the following 

assumption: 

 

ASSUMPTION 1 [linear utility for moderate outcome changes]. For outcome changes 

within a small interval [𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵], utility is approximately linear.10  □ 

 

 SB’s second experiment concerned indifferences of the form 

 (𝑝𝑝:𝑋𝑋, 𝑞𝑞:𝑌𝑌, 1 − 𝑝𝑝 − 𝑞𝑞:𝑍𝑍) ~ (𝑝𝑝:𝑋𝑋 + 𝑚𝑚, 𝑞𝑞:𝑌𝑌 − 𝑘𝑘, 1 − 𝑝𝑝 − 𝑞𝑞:𝑍𝑍 − 𝑘𝑘). (6) 

In this experiment, 𝑝𝑝 = 0.4 and 𝑞𝑞 = 0.3, or 𝑝𝑝 = 0.6 and 𝑞𝑞 = 0.2, with 𝑌𝑌 = 36 , 𝑍𝑍 =

18, and 𝑚𝑚 = 4 throughout. Finally, 𝑋𝑋 = 2, 3, 4, 20, 21, 22, 38, 39, or 40, with price 

lists again used to elicit 𝑘𝑘, which SB again called an equalizing reduction. Under 

linear utility and Eq. 3,  

 𝑤𝑤𝑋𝑋 = 𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚+𝑘𝑘

 .  (7) 

Consider 𝑋𝑋 = 4 (with 𝑘𝑘) and 𝑋𝑋´ = 20 (with 𝑘𝑘´). In the lottery with 𝑋𝑋 = 4, 𝑋𝑋 has the 

worst rank, whereas 𝑋𝑋´ = 20 has the middle rank in the corresponding lottery. The 

rank of 𝑍𝑍 changed from middle to worst in these two lotteries. Such rank changes 

 
9 SB’s Footnote 13 even claimed validity for infinitesimals for every strictly increasing continuous 

utility, dispensing with differentiability. However, this is not correct. For singular Cantor-type 

functions the positive right derivatives claimed by SB may exist nowhere, let be at the points where 

needed. See Paradı́s, Viader, & Bibiloni (2001; their Theorem 3.1 and its proof are also valid for right 

and left derivatives).  
10 For the studies considered in this comment, [𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵] = [0,100] suffices. More precisely, for Eq. 5 and 

SB’s first experiment, linearity of utility is used on all intervals [min{𝑍𝑍 − 𝑘𝑘,𝑍𝑍 − 𝑘𝑘′} ,𝑍𝑍]. 
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affect the decision weight in Eq. 7. SB again captured the change by the ratio 𝑘𝑘´
𝑘𝑘

.11 Eq. 

7 again uses Assumption 1. More precisely, it used linearity of utility in the intervals 

[min{18 − 𝑘𝑘, 18 − 𝑘𝑘′} , 18] and [min{36 − 𝑘𝑘, 36 − 𝑘𝑘′} , 36]. 

 

4.  Small payoff changes: Ramsey’s trifle problem in SB’s experiment 

 Ramsey (1931) pointed out a difficulty that applies to SB’s implementation of 

Assumption 1, which we call Ramsey’s trifle problem:  

Since it is universally agreed that money has a diminishing marginal 
utility, if money bets [to measure decision weights (subjective 
probabilities) through ratios] are to be used, it is evident that they should 
be for as small stakes as possible. But then again the measurement is 
spoiled by introducing the new factor of reluctance to bother about trifles. 
[Italics added] [p. 176] 

Samuelson (1960 Footnote 5) also pointed out this trifle problem. SB were not aware 

of it. In order to approximate infinitesimal changes with perfect linearity, they used 

very small payoff changes 𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘. But these changes were too small to motivate 

subjects, making choice options almost identical. SB’s subjects had to bother about 

trifles. Bear in mind that differences in outcomes, rather than outcomes themselves, 

give motivation for careful preferences. 

 Abdellaoui et al. (2020 §4) argued in detail that SB’s experiments measured only 

heuristics and not preferences. In brief, there were too many choices with too small 

incentives. Smith (1982, “dominance”), Wilcox (1993), and many others warned 

against this. Ariely, Loewenstein, & Prelec (2001) warned against coherent 

arbitrariness (called the shaping hypothesis by Loomes, Starmer, & Sugden 2003) for 

such cases, where subjects develop coherent heuristics rather than coherent 

preferences. Online Appendix OA.1 (Wakker 2022c) shows mathematically that this 

will have happened in SB. Further, the layout in SB’s Experiment 1 made 

cancellation (ignoring common outcomes as heuristic rather than as true preference) 

 
11 This result is not exact. More precisely, the ratio of decision weights is 𝑘𝑘´

𝑘𝑘
× 𝑚𝑚+𝑘𝑘

𝑚𝑚+𝑘𝑘´
 which is, roughly, a 

monotonic nonlinear transformation of 𝑘𝑘´/𝑘𝑘. Importantly, it does not affect being larger or smaller than 

1. Probably, SB still used 𝑘𝑘´/𝑘𝑘, or its log, as index in their analysis for this reason. 
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too salient. Weber & Kirsner (1997 top of p. 57) showed that Wakker, Erev, & Weber 

(1994) suffered from cancellation, explaining the absence of rank dependence there. 

Weber & Kirsner avoided it and then did find rank dependence. These papers used 

stimuli as in SB’s first experiment (Eq. 4). Thus, SB’s first experiment has replicated 

Wakker, Erev, & Weber’s cancellation problem. 

 To avoid cancellation, SB (§5.3) carried out a second, smaller experiment, based 

on Eq. 6. Now there was no common outcome to be cancelled. The format in SB’s 

second experiment has been used before but it never became popular because of its 

restriction to linear utility (§5). Hence, less is known about presence or absence of 

heuristics. Still, too many problems of SB’s Experiment 1 remained. The complexity 

of the lotteries was worsened due to the absence of a common outcome. This 

augmented Ramsey’s trifle problem. The layout of the stimuli (their Online Appendix, 

Figure 5) with, again, the same format for hundreds of choices over several pages, 

again induced coherent arbitrariness. 

 

5.  A measurement of equalizing reductions preceding SB 

 Diecidue, Wakker, & Zeelenberg (2007; DWZ henceforth) used the same 

equalizing reductions as in SB’s second experiment, i.e., indifferences as in our Eq. 6; 

see their Eq. 3.2. Thus, following Weber & Kirsner (1997), they avoided the 

cancellation in Wakker, Erev, & Weber (1994). DWZ’s primary purpose also was to 

test rank dependence (their main hypothesis on p. 185 and p. 195 2nd para) using 

quantitative parameter-free estimations rather than counting statistics, preceding SB. 

To avoid Ramsey’s trifle problem, their outcome differences 𝑘𝑘,𝑚𝑚 were considerably 

larger than SB’s, with 𝑚𝑚 never below €20 (≈ $30 in 2020 value). To still use 

Assumption 1, these differences were not very large though. Using moderate outcome 

differences and linear utility (Assumption 1) is the only way in which SB’s equalizing 

reductions can be used, and this is what DWZ did. 
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 DWZ discussed and minimized all aforementioned experimental problems of SB 

(§4).12 Their main findings supported rank dependence (DWZ p. 192 last para). DWZ 

also found violations of rank dependence. Decision weights sometimes changed even 

though ranks did not. SB’s finding on rank dependence is reversed in the sense that 

decision weights did not change even if ranks did. This absence of rank dependence 

can be taken as a special case of CPT (expected utility), whereas DWZ’s finding 

really falsifies CPT. Wu (1994), using different stimuli, found more extensive 

violations of rank dependence. The violations of rank dependence by DWZ, Wu, and 

others (§8) are more serious than SB’s absence of rank dependence in the same way 

as the Allais paradox is a more serious violation of expected utility than risk 

neutrality. 

 Once it is understood that SB’s equalizing reductions need linear utility, 

measuring indifferences and then calculating decision weights using linear utility, as 

SB (and DWZ) do, is not very original (l’Haridon & Vieider 2019 Eq. 3). Although 

linear utility can be defended for the moderate stakes used (DWZ p. 196; l’Haridon & 

Vieider 2019 p. 189), this method of DWZ, SB, and others never became very popular 

in economics. Most measurements of prospect theory allow for nonlinear utility. 

 

 
12 In the beginning of §3, DWZ explained that three-outcome lotteries are too difficult to evaluate in 

general; see also DWZ (p. 181, 3rd & 4th para). Hence, they used a visual design (their Figure 1) to 

facilitate these choices. This is commonly done for lotteries with three or more outcomes, by Weber & 

Kirsner (1997) and most others. Lola Lopes, specialized in multi-outcome lotteries, developed special 

visual designs (Lopes & Oden 1999; Fennema & Wakker 1997). DWZ developed their stimuli in 

extensive pilot studies with debriefings to identify and then avoid the major heuristics used by subjects 

(see their p. 188 last two paras; p. 194 last para; p. 195 last para). They used filler questions, and more 

variations in outcomes, to further reduce heuristics. Following Weber & Kirsner (1997), DWZ 

emphasized that avoiding heuristics is desirable to increase statistical power (p. 188 last line; p. 195 3rd 

para). Two further differences between DWZ and SB are as follows. First, an improvement of one 

lottery was not compensated by worsening that same lottery elsewhere, but instead by improving the 

other lottery. This avoids confounds due to differences between improvements and worsenings. 

Second, DWZ considered, instead of risk with known probabilities, the more interesting context of 

uncertainty (ambiguity) with unknown probabilities. While this does not affect the theoretical working 

of rank dependence (DWZ, p. 185 ll. 7-8 and Wakker 2010 Figure 7.4.1 versus 10.4.1), it may, of 

course, impact differences in empirical findings. 
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6.  Complexity aversion 

 SB (p. 1364) wrote:  

“probability weighting [rank-independent, as in in separable prospect 
theory] … implies violations of first-order stochastic dominance … This is 
a serious flaw …” 

Nevertheless, the rest of the paper wrote positive about rank-independent probability 

weighting, returning to the displayed problem only at the end. SB then apparently 

suggested that “complexity aversion” (their term13) could resolve the problem. 

However, the central question then should have been whether complexity aversion 

can help reduce the problematic violations of stochastic dominance. SB did not 

address this question. Instead, they suggested that complexity aversion can add 

violations of stochastic dominance, considered desirable by SB. Online Appendix 

OA.3 (Wakker 2022c) does address the central question, with a negative answer: 

complexity aversion cannot help reduce violations of stochastic dominance. Thus, 

SB’s suggested alternative for rank-dependent probability weighting does not solve 

the problem. 

 There are several other problems with SB’s analysis of complexity aversion as a 

dependence on the number of outcomes. Many authors, not cited by SB, investigated 

such dependence before. Neilson (1992) proposed a formal model, but Humphrey 

(2001a) tested it unsuccessfully. Related models received some attention in 

psychology (Birnbaum 2008 p. 481; Krantz et al. 1971 Ch. 8; Luce 2000). Tversky & 

Kahneman (1992 p. 317) discussed the idea but were pessimistic: 

Despite its greater generality, the cumulative functional is unlikely to be 
accurate in detail. We suspect that decision weights may be sensitive to the 
formulation of the prospects, as well as to the number, the spacing and the 
level of outcomes. … The present theory can be generalized to 
accommodate such effects but it is questionable whether the gain in 
descriptive validity, achieved by giving up the separability of values and 
weights, would justify the loss of predictive power and the cost of 
increased complexity. … The heuristics of choice do not readily lend 
themselves to formal analysis because their application depends on the 
formulation of the problem, the method of elicitation, and the context of 
choice. [italics added]  

 
13 SB (p. 1367 & p. 1402) wrote “a form of complexity aversion: people may prefer lotteries with fewer 

outcomes because they are easier to understand” and used this definition thoughout their paper. 
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I share his pessimism. 

 Another problem is that the prevailing empirical finding for gains, away from the 

certainty effect, is complexity seeking rather than the aversion claimed by SB, in 

studies not cited by SB. Those studies usually considered a pure case: certainty 

equivalents are measured for different framings of identical lotteries, for instance 

(0.4: 30, 0.6: 20) versus (0.4: 30, 0.3: 20, 0.3: 20). Although all rational theories 

require identical certainty equivalents, experiments find systematic differences. Here a 

pure effect of perceived number of outcomes occurs, clearer than the discontinuous 

changes of certainty equivalents considered by SB. Such effects are often called event 

splitting effects (or boundary effects, or violations of coalescing/collapsing). 

 Event splitting effects are special cases of attribute splitting effects (Weber, 

Eisenführ, & von Winterfeldt 1988), or the part-whole bias (Bateman et al. 1997), or, 

for uncertainty, the unpacking effect (Tversky & Koehler 1994). That is, splitting 

something up usually increases the total decision weight. This underlies several 

theories by Birnbaum cited below, who provided detailed analyses explaining why we 

mostly find complexity seeking but sometimes complexity aversion. A literature 

search gave: 

• The following three papers report prevailing complexity aversion: 
Bernheim & Sprenger (2020), Huck & Weizsäcker (1999), Moffatt, Sitzia, & 
Zizzo (2015). 

• The following eight papers report prevailing complexity seeking: 
Birnbaum (2005), Birnbaum (2007), Erev et al. (2017), Humphrey (1995), 
Humphrey (2000), Humphrey (2001a), Humphrey (2006), Starmer & Sugden 
(1993). 

• The following five papers report about as much aversion as seeking: 
Birnbaum (2004), Birnbaum, Schmidt, & Schneider (2017), Schmidt & Seidl 
(2014), Humphrey (2001b), Weber (2007). 

Several of these references were given by Birnbaum (2008, p. 473), a paper cited by 

SB (Footnote 69) but not for these findings opposite to their complexity aversion. We 

conclude that the findings on complexity aversion are volatile, but the literature has 

documented more complexity seeking than aversion for gains. 

 The above discussion shows that dependency on number of outcomes is primarily 

driven by factors other than complexity perception, so that SB’s term complexity 

aversion is a misnomer. Aversion to more comprehensive and fitting forms of 

complexity has been studied by Armantier & Treich (2016), Bruce & Johnson (1996), 

Kovarik, Levin, & Wang (2016), Mador, Sonsino, & Benzion (2000), and Sonsino, 
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Benzion, & Mador (2002). SB cited five papers on complexity aversion in their 

footnote 70, but they were all taken out of context.14 

 SB’s reports of rank-independent nonlinear probability weighting are confounded 

by their incorrect measurements of probability weighting and utility. But probably 

their findings, if re-analyzed correctly, reflect event splitting effects rather than 

complexity aversion. Framing and preference reversal effects of this kind are known 

to be strong. However, they violate not only prospect theory but every transitive and 

monotonic economic theory. Humphrey (1995) pointed out that event splitting effects 

can be modeled using separable prospect theory with subadditive weighting, but 

Sonsino, Benzion, & Mador (2002 p. 946) found that it does not work well for this 

purpose. 

 

7.  SB’s criticism of common statistical tests 

 

 SB (§2.3) criticized counting tests, i.e., statistical tests that compare numbers of 

violations of predictions, preference axioms in our case. Such statistcs are commonly 

used throughout decision theory and all empirical sciences. SB seeked to avoid 

crediting priority to much preceding literature this way. However, a fundamental 

problem in SB’s discussion is that they did not know that all statistical tests, not only 

their own tests but also counting tests, are based on assumptions about probabilistic 

errors (“noise”).15 See: 

These types of frequency comparisons raise two difficulties, both 
stemming from the fact that the results are difficult to interpret without a 
parametric model of noisy choice. First, the premise of the approach—that 

 
14 The first four, Iyengar & Kamenica (2010), Iyengar & Lepper (2000), Iyengar, Jiang, & Huberman 

(2003), and Sonsino & Mandelbaum (2001), considered a different topic, preference against flexibility 

(number of available choice options to choose one from). The fifth, Stodder (1997), is on confusions of 

averages versus marginals and complexity of multiple stage lotteries, which, again, are different topics. 

It is also only theoretical, with no data. 
15 Without it, p-values could not even be defined. 
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violation frequencies are necessarily16 higher for invalid axioms—is 
flawed. [italics and footnote added] [SB p. 1376]  

SB’s lack of understanding of this point also appears from SB (p. 1367 l. -3 and p. 

1376 2nd para). Their claimed first problem (p. 1376) only shows the existence of an 

error model under which counting tests are incorrect. However, deviating error 

models exist for every statistical test (Greenland et al. (2016 p. 338 2nd column 1st 

para), including those used by SB. For example, if the errors in SB’s indifference 

measurements are not constant or not stochastically independent, or extreme, then 

their claimed p-values and confidence intervals are not valid either. This is in fact 

plausible given that their test statistics were ratios of numbers close to 0 with big 

variances (Eqs. 5 and 7; see Online Appendix OA.1, Wakker 2022c). In general, the 

relevant question is not existence, but plausibility, of an error model deviating from 

the one required. SB, unaware of the latter concept, did not address this relevant 

question. 

 SB’s second claimed difficulty concerns the example at the end of their Online 

Appendix B. It assumes stimuli for which CPT and expected utility have identical 

predictions. Then counting tests indeed have no power. But then, no statistical test 

does. This trivial example cannot serve as a criticism of counting tests or any other 

test. I was not able to understand SB’s description of this example in their main text 

(p. 1376).17 SB’s claim to have refuted all counting tests, widely used in all empirical 

sciences, is completely unfounded. Therefore, SB should not have escaped from 

crediting priority to the many preceding papers that used counting statistics.  

 

8.  Further preceding falsifications of prospect theory 

 Given that prospect theory is the most tested theory of decision under risk, 

besides being most confirmed, it is also most violated. Wakker’s (2022a) keyword 

 
16 Counting tests, as all statistics, do allow for deviating samples, be it with small probabilities not 

exceeeding a significance threshold. 
17 SB write: “For any given degree of rank dependence, one can construct simple examples (with 

constant “distance to indifference”) in which the differential between violation frequencies falls 

anywhere between zero and unity.” 
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“PT falsified” gives 59 references (reproduced in Online Appendix OA.5, Wakker 

2022c). We call special attention to a finding of Birnbaum & McIntosh (1996), not 

cited by SB. It was confirmed in several follow-up studies by Birnbaum and 

colleagues, surveyed by Birnbaum (2008 pp. 484-487), and found independently by 

Humphrey & Verschoor (2004). This finding is of special interest because it concerns 

lotteries of the same format as in Eq. 4, i.e., as in SB’s first experiment, with the 

common outcome 𝑋𝑋 moved to test rank dependence. Prospect theory predicts that 

weights increase if ranks change from middle to best or worst. SB quantitatively 

found no change in decision weighs. The aforementioned studies avoided heuristics 

and found a stronger deviation: a decrease, rather than increase, in weight. These 

violations (inconsistent rank dependence) are, again, more serious than SB’s 

violations in the same way as the Allais paradox is a more serious violation of 

expected utility than risk neutrality. 

 The strongest counterexample to rank dependence that I am aware of is 

Machina’s (2009) reflection example, confirmed empirically by l’Haridon & Placido 

(2010) and informally qualified as “brilliant” by Wakker (2022a). 

 

9.  A criticism of Bernheim, Royer, & Sprenger (2022) 

Bernheim, Royer, & Sprenger (2022), BRS henceforth, redid part of SB’s first 

experiment. They avoided cancellation and fatigue and improved stimulus 

explanations, as has been common in preceding studies (DWZ; Weber & Kirsner 

1997). However, contrary to BRS’s claims, they worsened rather than improved 

incentives. As explained above, differences in outcomes (𝑚𝑚,𝑘𝑘 in BRS’s notation), 

rather than outcomes themselves, provide incentives. Unfortunately, BRS mostly 

increased outcomes but not their differences, even though Abdellaoui et al. (2020 p. 2 

l. 8, p.8 l. 9) had already warned against this. BRS’s subjects still had to bother about 

trifles. In only one incentivized choice pair (“Condition 5”) difference was increased 

(𝑚𝑚 = 20 iso of 𝑚𝑚 = 5), though still below DWZ’s minimal difference. Incentives 

were worsened because only few subjects were paid, 1/20th. Remarkably, BRS’s 

Figure 1 did suggest rank dependence for this choice pair, but BRS gave no statistical 

analysis of it. 
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 Apart from a trivial test of stochastic dominance (𝑘𝑘+ vs. 𝑘𝑘−), all statistical 

conclusions in BRS were based on accepted null hypotheses. Every statistics textbook 

warns against this (Greenland et al., 2016, Misinterpretation 4). Power analyses would 

have been warranted.18 

 BRS ignored, and gave no counterarguments to, all of Abdellaoui et al.’s (2020) 

warnings other than those concerning experimental stimuli. Thus, BRS (Finding 2) 

continued to use the invalid measurements of probability weighting and utility, 

continued to claim novelty on equalizing reductions while not citing the preceding 

DWZ, continued to use an incorrect formula of original prospect theory, and 

continued to declare all counting statistics invalid (BRS end of §1). BRS did not 

address the inviability of their suggested alternatives of rank-independent weighting 

and complexity aversion. BRS’s null hypotheses and Finding 1 did not falsify rank 

dependence but only showed neutrality. For real falsification, BRS should also have 

solved the many problems of their Finding 2 (which they did not reconsider). 

 

10.  Conclusion 

 Bernheim & Sprenger (2020, SB) and Bernheim, Royer, & Sprenger (2022) 

reported flawed experiments to falsify rank dependence and prospect theory. Had the 

experiments been carried out correctly, and found the falsifications claimed, then 

these findings still would not have been new. More serious violations of the same 

kind, taking away novelty (in particular, regarding equalizing reductions) have been 

reported before, as well as many other negative findings. Nevertheless, rank 

dependence and prospect theory remain the most popular risk theory today because of 

many more positive results and, importantly, absence of a viable alternative. In 

particular, SB’s suggested alternatives of rank-independent weighting, better known 

as separable prospect theory, and “complexity aversion” (a misnomer), based on 

incorrect theoretical and empirical claims, have been known not to work for decades. 

 
18 Confidence intervals of within-subject differences, rather than the “between”-subject confidence 

intervals of BRS’s Figure 1, would also have been useful. 
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 It would have been surprising if SB had been the first to “properly” test rank 

dependence, 40 years after its introduction (Quiggin 1982; Schmeidler 1982), 30 years 

after its incorporation into prospect theory (Tversky & Kahneman 1992), 20 years 

after its shared prize in memory of Nobel in 2002, and after thousands of applications. 
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